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ABSTRACT
To determine the syllabification rules applied by listeners when presented with different
types of intervocalic clusters, 13 4- to 5-year-old preliterate French-speaking children were
tested using two tasks of disyllabic words segmentation: a repetition task of the beginning or
the end of words, and a tapping task. Both tasks show comparable results. Data were
compared to the segmentation solutions predicted by 5 different syllabification rules
proposed by phonologists. It was shown that two of the tested algorithms fit these results.
The language-specificity of children’s syllabification rules is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Although there are some universal definitions of what defines a syllable, opinions and
intuitions are very different when one has to syllabify a multisyllabic word (ask a French
speaker to syllabify /moustique/ or /cactus/). There are basically 3 types of syllabification
rules : those proposed by phonologists (e.g. Clements, 1990; Coursil, 1992), those that
people apply intuitively in metalinguistic tasks, and those that listeners may use during on-
line lexical access (see review by Frauenfelder & Floccia, 1998). The ultimate goal of our
research is to determine the syllabification rules used by listeners, intuitive as well as on-line.
The present study is an attempt to determine the intuitive syllabification methods used by
native listeners and compare them to what has been proposed by phonologists.

One well-documented problem encountered with intuitive syllabification results in adults is
the possible influence of spelling rules on subjects’ responses (Treiman & Davis, 1988; Gillis
& De Schutter, 1996; Content, Kearns & Frauenfelder, 1998). To avoid, or minimise, this
bias one solution is to test adults using pseudo-words (see Goslin et al, this conference);
another is to test preliterate children, it is this that will be used in the present study.

2. SYLLABIFICATION RULES
Five syllabification rules were selected from the literature (Kahn, 1976; Clements, 1990;
Coursil, 1992; Laporte, 1993; Dell, 1995). Some of these rules have been proposed
specifically for French (Laporte, 1993; Dell, 1995) and are based on phonotactic regularities.
The three others are supposed to be applied on any language. Kahn’s algorithm is well
known as the Maximum Onset Principle (MOP). Its principle is to add to the syllable onset
as many consonants as possible, as long as the resulting clusters can be found at the



beginning of a word in the language. The two other syllabification rules are based on a
scaling of phoneme sonority. Clements’ rule gives a simple scale that could be applied
equally on any language. Coursil’s rules are basically the same, with some French-specific
adaptations.

In this study we were interested in intervocalic two-consonant clusters. If consonant
phonemes are divided into 4 classes, Fricatives, Plosives, Nasals, and Liquids (in this study
Glides were avoided) there are 16 possible resulting clusters. Eight of the most frequent of
these were selected such that three produce different segmentation responses from our
target syllabification algorithms whilst for the remained the algorithms are in agreement
(Goldman, Content, Frauenfelder & Peereman, 1997), as seen in Table 1.

Dell Laporte MOP Clements Coursil
FP F/P F/P /FP F/P F/P
PF P/F P/F /PF P/F /PF
FL /FL F/L /FL /FL /FL
PL /PL Id id Id id
LP L/P Id id Id id
LF L/F Id id Id id
PP P/P Id id Id id
LN L/N Id id Id id

Table 1: For each cluster type, segmentation solution predicted by each of the 5
syllabification rules.

3. EXPERIMENT
The aim of the experiment was to determine how preliterate children would segment
bisyllabic words including an intervocalic two-consonant clusters, and to compare their
performances to the algorithms predictions. The eight clusters types cited above were tested.

3.1. Stimuli. Forty bisyllabic French words were chosen, each containing one of the eight
clusters types (five words per cluster type). All these words are equally frequent according
to BRULEX and to our intuitions of children lexicon (see Annex). Twenty trisyllabic
distracters were also added, to prevent an habituation to the syllabic structure of test items.
The resulting 60 words were pseudo-randomly mixed and divided in two equivalent lists (as
will be seen in the procedure) and recorded by a native French speaker.

3.2. Subjects. Thirteen monolingual French-speaking children from 4:1 to 5:2 were tested,
all taking part in the middle section of the nursery school.



3.3. Procedure. Two tasks were used to verify that the results would be task-independent:
the repetition of the beginning or end of words (Content et al., 1998), and a tapping task
(Liberman, Shankweiler, Fischer & Carter, 1974; Gillis & De Schutter, 1996). In order to
shorten experimental time within a session, each child was seen twice, with one week
elapsing between the two sessions. At each session, each child was asked to perform a
repetition task on half of the words (repeating the beginning or the end of words), and a
tapping task on the other. Order of word list presentation, as well as type of repetition task
(beginning or end of word), was counterbalanced across and within subjects. Each task was
preceded by a small number of training stimuli. Both tasks were presented as games
involving puppets.

4. RESULTS

Segmentation before
cluster

Segmentation between Segmentation after Chi2

FP 13                    8 31                 57 14                0 10.6           36.9
PF 13                    8 32                  54 13                0 12.5          34.1
FL 40                  54 7                   11 13                0 30.9          28.4
PL 45                  57 8                    7 11                0 39.6         39.1
LP 6                    5 50                  59 8                  0 57.9         45.6
LF 3                    1 45                  62 17                0 42.1             /
PP 14                   18 37                 44 9                  0 22.3         10.9
LN 11                   0 40                  65 14                0 23.4             /

Table 2: Numbers of responses for each cluster type within each segmentation solution. In
each cell, the left number indicates the results to the repetition task, and the right one

indicates the results to the tapping task. Bold Chi² results indicate significant
corresponding p (<0.05).

Results for repetition of the beginning and end of words are grouped since results patterns
were approximately the same in both cases. In each category there is a statistically
significant dominant response, generally found to be stronger using the tapping task than
syllable repetition task. In six of the eight cluster types children segment the disyllabic words
by splitting the two-consonant clusters into two phonemes. Only PL and FL clusters are
kept intact during syllabification.

5. DISCUSSION
For the first three clusters types, those selected to produce different responses from our
target algorithms, children’s performances fit the predictions of both the Dell and Clement’s
algorithms. For the five remaining clusters, children results fit the responses of all the target
algorithms. Clements’ syllabification rule is based on a simple universal sonority scale,



whereas Dell’s rule is based on French phonotactic regularities. It would be interesting to
know whether children apply a strategy similar to Clements’ rules, that is, use some
universal syllabification principles, or follow Dell’s principles and thus apply some language-
specific rules. To answer this question, seven native monolingual Arab-speaking illiterate
adults were asked to perform a repetition task with similar materials to the preceding
experiment, adapted to the Arab language. Contrasting the results of this experiment with
those of the French-speaking children we found no difference in responses as a function of
cluster type, but result patterns differed on whether people had to repeat the beginning or
end of words. That is, the responses of first syllable repetition had a greater than average
chance of being without a coda (such as /ra/ as the first part of /ragda/) whereas second
syllable repetitions were more likely to have split the consonant cluster (such as /da/ as the
second part of /ragda/). However, it remains to be seen whether these results reflect a strong
task-dependency of illiterate Arab-speaking adults, or that they suggest a syllabification
strategy different to that of French-speaking subjects.

Another important result observed in this experiment is a strong tendency both in Arab
adults or French children to respect the Obligatory Onset Principle. This states that a non-
initial syllable must have at least one consonant onset (Hooper, 1972). Other studies report
that preliterate children or adults apply it most of the time in French or in other languages
(Dutch and English) (Gillis & de Schutter, 1996; Content et al., 1998). However, in our
experiment we observed that this principle was much more systematically applied in the
tapping task than in syllable repetition. In the former no responses were made that would
violate this rule (children would never say something like /racl/ette/), whereas for the latter
children asked to repeat the first part of the word said for instance /racl/ for /raclette/,
leaving the second syllable onset free (17.9% of the responses). The same phenomenon was
observed for the repetition of the second part of the words. In 20.7% of the responses
children said, for instance, that /ette/ is the second part of /raclette/. Taking for granted that
the OOP is one of the most robust findings of syllabification rules across languages and
tasks, it seems that the tapping task gives a more accurate view of syllabification than the
repetition task. It is suggested that a possible reason for this disparity is the difference in
cognitive loads involved in each task. This will be taken into account in further
investigations to determine the language-specificity of the syllabification rules.
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7. ANNEX

Item n°1 Item n°2 Item n°3 Item n°4 Item n°5
FP basket rester question casquette respect
PF ketchup capsule taxi vaccin klaxon
FL gauffrette afrique gonfler gifler avril
PL citron micro raclette cycliste boucler
LP jardin carton balcon tartine pardon
LF parfum marcher martien personne torchon
PP cactus septembre spectacle tracteur victoire
LN fourmi journal calmer dormir dernier

List of test items as a function of cluster type
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